Mission

Why Lumina?

At Lumina, our goal is to create partnerships throughout the



emerging media markets

Media and Entertainment sectors in order to deliver
outstanding search and consultancy services to all our clients

We operate globally in established and



We have real experience of operating
media business at a senior level

and candidates.

We have over a decade of experience sourcing out the very
best talent for a range of retained searches within the

and the need to be nimble


industry. Operating exclusively at the senior level and with our
experience and industry knowledge, we are able to deliver to

We understand the fast-moving industry
We have a vast network of international
candidates and affiliate companies



complex briefs.

We offer corporate support of a fullservice recruitment business

Our Searches
Lumina operates on an international scale, with noteworthy
placements in North America, EMEA and the APAC regions. By using
our international contacts and affiliates, we can offer a wide pool of
candidates refined to your exact needs. The Lumina team
understands the subtle differences between regions and ensures that
the talent we pinpoint offers the right fit for both your business and
location.
As a small and close-knit team, you will find us friendly and personable and we can provide additional flexibility if
clients have different requirements and fee structure. We like a challenge.
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Recent Placements

Other Services

VP Digital Distribution, Paramount (Budapest, Hungary)

At Lumina, we offer more than just exclusive

VP Sales & Acquisitions, Blue Ant Media (London, UK)

search services for recruitment. With our vast

SVP Marketing, CuriosityStream (Washington DC, USA)

understanding of the industry, we can provide

Global Chief Content Officer, iflix (Los Angeles, USA)

invaluable consultancy services to any media

Chief Executive Officer, RaceTech (London, UK)

and entertainment businesses.

CTO, Royal Opera House (London, UK)
Proud patrons of

Our other services include:


Executive Coaching



Talent Mapping



Salary Benchmarking



Psychometric Testing

Our Clients
We work with high-profile clients, creating partnerships as their preferred search specialist. We have conducted
searched many businesses, including all of these and more:
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